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PressRelease
#1 Sabre Dealership for 2012: DiMillo’s Yacht Sales
Raymond, ME. January 16, 2013: Sabre Yachts, based in Raymond, Maine, is proud to announce DiMillo’s Yacht Sales based in
Portland, Maine and Glen Cove, New York is the #1 Sabre Dealership of 2012. Chris DiMillo and his Team have won this
honor for the 6th consecutive year. “Our relationship with DiMillos Yacht Sales has been very good for both parties. We are
extremely pleased with the quality of sales representation and the after sales follow-up offered by the DiMillos organization. It
gives me great pleasure to be able to announce that DiMillos has achieved this position for six consecutive years. Quite an
accomplishment indeed.” says, Bentley Collins, Vice President of Sales and Marketing.
A dealership wins top dealership for selling the most Sabre Yachts in a given year. DiMillo’s Yacht Sales has had a record
breaking year and Sabre is proud to have the DiMillo team a part of the Sabre family.
Chris DiMillo, Owner of DiMillos Yacht Sales says, I would like to thank Daniel Zilkha and his incredibly talented
associates at Sabre Yachts for recognizing the hard work my team put in this year--team being the operative word. Every
member of our Dimillo’s sales team has helped contribute to our successful year; in fact each of our brokers sold at least one
Sabre 48 in 2012. I also very much appreciate our service team; their follow through with after sales service ensures our
owners keep boating and keep coming back.
DiMillo’s Old Port Yacht Sales has been in business since 1996; in 2006 Chris opened the dealership in New York. His sales
team of Dave Tischer, Jim McAuliffe, Peter Ouellette and Scott MacLean are known for their top-notch customer service and
excellent knowledge of the boats they sell. New Sabre 48 Salon Express owner, John Ferro writes, “Making the marriage
between Sabre and the customer completely seamless is the reason DiMillo’s is the #1 dealer. Chris (DiMillo) has put together
a team of professionals that do all the right things for the customer. This is well deserved!”
Alicia and Eddie Assad write, “As first time boaters we were fortunate to have the guidance of DiMillo's team to design a
beautiful and comfortable boat for our family. From the first design decision to our maiden voyage, DiMillo's not only met but
exceeded our expectations. Thank you for a wonderful first time experience.”
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